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It's a good thing couches are too heavy to throw, because the fight brewing among therapists is getting

ugly. For years, psychologists who conduct research have lamented what they see as an antiscience bias

among clinicians, who treat patients. But now the gloves have come off. In a two-years-in-the-making

analysis to be published in November in Perspectives on Psychological Science, psychologists led by

Timothy B. Baker of the University of Wisconsin charge that many clinicians fail to "use the interventions

for which there is the strongest evidence of efficacy" and "give more weight to their personal experiences

than to science." As a result, patients have no assurance that their "treatment will be informed by science."

Walter Mischel of Columbia University, who wrote an accompanying editorial, is even more scathing. "The

disconnect between what clinicians do and what science has discovered is an unconscionable

embarrassment," he told me, and there is a "widening gulf between clinical practice and science." (Click

here to follow Sharon Begley)

The "widening" reflects the substantial progress that psycho-logical research has made in identifying the

most effective treatments. Thanks to clinical trials as rigorous as those for, say, cardiology, we now know

that cognitive and cognitive-behavior therapy (teaching patients to think about their thoughts in new,

healthier ways and to act on those new ways of thinking) are effective against depression, panic disorder, bulimia nervosa, obsessive-compulsive

disorder, and -posttraumatic-stress disorder, with multiple trials showing that these treatments—the tools of psychology—bring more durable

benefits with lower relapse rates than drugs, which non-M.D. psychologists cannot prescribe. Studies have also shown that behavioral couples

therapy helps alcoholics stay on the wagon, and that family therapy can help schizophrenics function. Neuroscience has identified the brain

mechanisms by which these interventions work, giving them added credibility.

You wouldn't know this if you sought help from a typical psychologist. Millions of patients are instead receiving chaotic meditation therapy,

facilitated communication, dolphin-assisted therapy, eye-movement desensitization, and well, "someone once stopped counting at 1,000 forms

of psychotherapy in use," says Baker. Although many treatments are effective, they "are used infrequently," he and his coauthors point out.

"Relatively few psychologists learn or practice" them.

Why in the world not? Earlier this year I wrote a column asking,

facetiously, why doctors "hate science," meaning why do many resist

evidence-based medicine. The problem is even worse in psychology. For

one thing, says Baker, clinical psychologists are "deeply ambivalent

about the role of science" and "lack solid science training"—a result of

science-lite curricula, especially in Psy.D. programs. Also, one third of

patients get better no matter what therapy (if any) they have, "and

psychologists remember these successes, attributing them, wrongly, to

the treatment. It's very threatening to think our profession is a

charade."

When confronted with evidence that treatments they offer are not

supported by science, clinicians argue that they know better than some

study what works. In surveys, they admit they value personal

experience over research evidence, and a 2006 Presidential Task Force

of the American Psychological Association—the 150,000-strong group

dominated by clinicians—gave equal weight to the personal experiences

of the clinician and to scientific evidence, a stance they defend as a way to avoid "cookbook medicine." A 2008 survey of 591 psychologists in

private practice found that they rely more on their own and colleagues' experience than on science when deciding how to treat a patient. (This is

less true of psychiatrists, since these M.D.s receive extensive scientific training.) If they keep on this path as insurers demand evidence-based

medicine, warns Mischel, psychology will "discredit and marginalize itself."

If public shaming doesn't help, Baker's team suggests a new accreditation system to "stigmatize ascientific training programs and practitioners."

(The APA says its current system does require scientific training and competence.) Two years ago the Association for Psychological Science

launched such a system to compete with the APA's.

That may produce a new generation of therapists who apply science, but it won't do a thing about those now in practice.

Sharon Begley is NEWSWEEK's science editor and author of T he Plastic Mind: New science reveals our extraordinary potential to transform

ourselves  and Train Your Mind, Change Your Brain: How a New Science Reveals Our Extraordinary Potential to Transform Ourselves .
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